EURIM Transformational
Government Dialogues

How to Achieve Citizen-Centric Service Delivery:
Let the People Speak
Introduction
Transformational Government policy, driven by the Cabinet Office under the Public Service Reform
agenda, requires providers to forge better relationships with users and redesign public services
around citizens to deliver better services, more efficiently. This approach has cross-party support but
is one of the most ambitious attempts ever to change the way our public services are delivered.
A panel of parliamentarians, all with experience of chairing or serving on select committees,
investigated key issues with the support of industry experts. This report summarizes witness testimony
gathered from government advisors, trusted intermediaries, front-line practitioners, service users and
benefits recipients. It makes a number of recommendations for learning from best practice and
overcoming barriers to success. These are aimed particularly at those serving on the Select
Committees that are increasingly being asked to conduct pre-legislative scrutiny as well as to review
subsequent performance on proposals that cross departmental boundaries.
The panel focused on three critical elements of Transformational Government policy (See Annex for
details of sessions):
1. Social Inclusion: transforming delivery for those citizens most in need, who are commonly
dependent on multiple public services.
2. Delivery Partnerships: public services delivered in co-operation with external organisations,
including the third/voluntary sector, offering diversity of provision.
3. Democratising Delivery: empowering citizens to help set priorities, design services and
provide feedback on what is actually delivered.
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The main recommendations (see end of report for full list ) are:


Select Committees to take an active role in the governance of Transformational Government
policy, including pre- and post- legislative scrutiny and performance monitoring, to help
overcome the consequences that flow from the lack of evidence based policy making and the
equal lack of continuity of ministers and officials between primary and secondary legislation,
let alone subsequent implementation.



Select Committees to use their powers to co-operate across departmental boundaries, to
ensure risks and opportunities are monitored and managed, so as to identify and praise good
practice, ensuring that transformation leads to better services, not just nominal cost-savings
within the lead silo.



Service providers to collectively agree and publish clear professional guidance on best
practice information management, both from a privacy/security perspective and also in terms
of achieving the targeted benefits from data sharing and using improved insight for more
evidence based policy making and to transform service targeting and delivery.
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Recommendations are cross referenced in the text as R1-R11.
‘Service providers’ include departments, agencies planning the service and those contracted to deliver.
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Service providers to also collectively agree and publish clear professional guidance on best
practice performance management and measurement of success to better align resources
and close the ‘policy to execution’ divide , including the importance of appropriate base-lines
and benchmarks for target setting and performance monitoring.



Service providers to collectively and publicly support moves towards policy, consultation,
monitoring and accountability frameworks that will allow services to be segmented according
to the diversity (including geographic) of human needs, without stereotyping people or
communities.

1. Transforming service delivery processes – is it working?


Technology alone cannot deliver service improvements and efficiencies. Strong, visionary
leadership along with culture and attitude change is vital (R1). Service delivery must be
considered concurrently with strategy as a Business Process Transformation programme, and
there are successful examples of this across the private and public sectors. The London Borough
of Lewisham has transformed service delivery by directly engaging with and training front line staff
and residents. This has dramatically reduced graffiti and missed refuse collections by using
technology to change the processes. Refuse collectors now have camera phones to report any
rubbish or damage they spot on their weekly rounds, every street gets surveyed once a week, and
Lewisham has a better service and less graffiti (R4).
“GPS information from the evidential images was used not to report crime,
but to guide traditional policing activity by providing intelligence on
graffiti locations so as to enable apprehension of offenders."2

Public sector officials should be encouraged, measured and rewarded to embrace the raison d’ƒtre
behind transformational government in order to work across silos, and be aware of what."3
“It’s a bit like lining up all the melons on a fruit machine, if you want to get
the jackpot, you’ve got to get them all there.”4


To successfully transform public service delivery the front-line, executive and, especially, middle
managers must recognise and evangelise what they are seeking to achieve.

2. Delivering Services to those most in need


It is too crude an approach to seek savings simply by replacing face-to-face services with Internet
access to services that might engage more time-poor citizens. Many of those in most need (at
least 20% of the overall population and a majority of the elderly) are physically unable to use a
conventional screen and keyboard, even if they wished to.

“It is essential for the community itself to be involved from the outset in
service design, delivery and feedback channels. This confers a sense of
ownership, confidence, being valued and trust. ”.5
“Not TO the community, but OF the community.”6
The success of Transformational Government will largely depend on delivering quality services to
the socially excluded because they are often dependent on multiple services and yet frequently
experience poor and inefficient delivery. A pragmatic approach would be to serve the majority of
service users (~80%) adequately through one relatively simple system, and devise a different set
of systems for the more complex needs of the remaining 20% (R5).
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For example, The Safer Sunderland Partnership involved the community in a 3 day workshop to develop strategy for the next
15 years.
3
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“In a crisis, a domestic violence survivor must contact between eight and
ten different agencies, which often require them to give the same
information over and over again. Survivors may have to cope with losing
their home and the whole terrible situation while trying to care for their
children. If we target such a complex problem, rather than picking on the
easiest subjects, and make the technology work for that person,
everything else will follow.”7
Evidence from the witnesses sessions suggests there are three risks to transforming service
delivery for people dependent on multiple services:



o

Some face-to-face services, such as job centres or rural health centres, may become
unviable if the majority of citizens come to access services online. This may reduce
the services available to people without access or the confidence to rely on the
Internet. We have already witnessed the impact of this trend on post offices and bank
branches (R6);

o

With fewer face-to-face contact services we risk less flexibility and if this is combined
with inappropriate stereotyping and over-generalisation, people may struggle to
access a service that meets their individual needs;
“Commissioners of services from any sector need to remember people
often have the temerity to live their lives outside political boundaries!"8

o



Recent massive data breaches by government have shown that rebuilding trust in
government will be difficult but is of the greatest importance. Some people may opt
out of public services in order to avoid personal information being shared too widely;
in a situation of personal crisis, such as teenage pregnancy or personal bankruptcy,
the relatively large amount of information the state holds on the individual can be offputting and requires the presence of a great deal of trust. Equally, some people may
become overly reliant on the state, if they presume the state knows everything about
them (R7).

In order to mitigate these risks, it is vital that service providers collaborate with other
departments, intermediaries and communities to provide an integrated, multi channel
approach. Transformational Government can then deliver for those dependent on multiple
public services, so long as:
o

services are designed according to citizens’ differing needs, e.g., replicating the
personal service of face-to-face (such as knowing your name), or replicating the
anonymity of SMS;

o

steps are taken to manage access to personal information in line with good
professional practice. In some instances this might require services to be delivered by
trusted independent organisations, such as Citizens’ Advice, which take personal
security rather more seriously than most departments and agencies with which they
commonly interact;

o

rebuilding trust includes positive reasons for handling personal data, and incentives to
citizens to engage with technology and the different delivery channels available (R7);

o

this choice of services is made available to all, so as to avoid stereotyping and to
allow citizens to determine which channel best fits their needs;
“For example, an online ‘befrienders’ network to support survivors of
forced marriages is preferable to a physical support network; attempts to
visit buildings known to be supporting victims are likely to be watched by
family members hostile to such approaches, with potentially harmful
9
consequences."
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o

government departments and agencies need coherent channel strategies, particularly
for cross-cutting (e.g. interdepartmental or mixed economy) services to prevent the
unwitting destruction of essential intermediaries and to facilitate the bringing together
of remaining face-to-face services via first stop shops, so that they remain
sustainable (R6).

3. External partners key to modern public service provision


The evidence that was presented clearly indicates that some of the benefits intended by
Transformational Government policy can be best achieved if service delivery is open to
external organisations. In particular, external delivery may not only introduce innovation and
efficiencies, but may also reach more people because their independence from Government
may address any perceived conflicts of interest in personal information.
“Last year, Citizens’ Advice resolved 5.7 million problems for more than 2
million people; 1 in 4 clients have problems with benefits, including formfilling, poor administration (e.g. delays, mistakes, lost forms), and the need
for representation at appeals. Many of these are avoidable systemic
problems that could be easily resolved if effective channels for interaction
10
with citizens existed."



The threats limiting the success of external service delivery partners have been identified
many times before and are also being considered by the Cabinet Office under the Shared
Services policy agenda eg:
o

Failing to involve intermediaries at the service design stage but nonetheless
expecting them to deliver the services that have been specified without
considering their experience of what is realistic or practical;

o

specifying contracts in terms of the delivery process, locking in inefficiencies and
locking out innovation (R8);

o

following the EU procurement directives in ways that limit the ability of funders to
restrict funding to, or only invite tenders from, locally based providers or thirdsector organisations;

o

aggregating contracts in ways that put them out of reach of small specialist
organisations; and

o

applying governance overheads which are disproportionate (e.g. mandating
Prince 2 methodologies on contracts of „20,000 and under).
“In local government, tendering is geared towards traditional markets, and
scaling up. Partnership is just rhetoric - it is a reflection of the very narrow
11
way we look at business and enterprise."
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EURIM strongly recommends that Ministers and Select Committees satisfy themselves that
these risks are being managed, since they threaten the success of Transformational
Government. Case studies shared with EURIM suggest these risks might be managed by:
o

changing procurement orientation e.g. from inputs to outcomes, from cost to
value;

o

specifying contracts by reference to the service to be delivered (and providing
support to commissioning and purchasing teams) (R8);

o

encouraging large contractors to partner with specialist SMEs and Third Sector
organisations, and/or arguing for a higher threshold values for EU-wide tendering
in concert with others (R9);

o

clarifying the Government’s intentions in terms of the Gershon agenda and
diversity of delivery agendas. One requirement is for greater procurement from

Anne Blackmore, Head of Policy, NCVO, November 2007
Jonathan Bland, Chief Executive of the Social Enterprise Coalition, November 2007
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SMEs/third sector, while on the other hand there is a need to secure the
advantages of scale;
o

adapting the governance requirements on small contracts to reflect the reduced
scale of the operation; and

o

contracts to be devised so that they can be managed by smaller organisations,
e.g. provide adequate notice and time to formulate proposals with relatively light
requirements for documentation. It may make sense for the procurers to provide
pre-tender funding as a way of encouraging third sector organisations to bid
(R10).

4. Sous-veillance: empowering citizens to design and deliver services


Sous-veillance was described to EURIM by Paul Hodgkin of Patient Opinion as the mirrorimage of big brother. Instead of the state monitoring individuals (surveillance), new web
applications such as You-Tube or Patient Opinion enable people to monitor the state and to
be heard. People can easily post videos of dirty hospital wards, of uncollected rubbish or of
pot holes in the road, to a world-wide audience.
“Patient Opinion is a not-for-profit social enterprise that is separate from
12
the NHS so that users know they can trust it."



Sous-veillance might transform political engagement due to its ease of use, by engaging even
the time-poor majority and extending citizenship beyond the usual special interest groups.
“We’d rather take the risk of being overwhelmed with reported incidents
than doing nothing. ‘Tidy Oldham’ evolved from a desire to create a system for
listening to and engaging with residents, especially younger people, and
encouraging them to take photos of problems and ‘grot spots’ on their mobile
phones for inclusion on a dedicated web site."13
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EURIM has identified that sous-veillance presents a number of risks to Transformational
Government:
o

If citizens feel more empowered by unmoderated sites, there is a concern that
retribution may be aimed at individual public servants, e.g. where poor service
delivery is reported; and

o

greater citizen involvement may lead initially to a rise in reported incidents and greater
budget pressure, blowing short term targets.

o

Complaints about public services (and public servants) on You-Tube and other ‘web
2.0’ sites could distract government from public service reforms, just as bad press
does now. EURIM considered the implementation of constructive responses to such
fears to be a critical element of transforming service delivery.

EURIM has identified a number of key findings for engaging people constructively:
o

In order to confer a sense of true empowerment to citizens, it is important that service
providers are genuinely responsive e.g., cleaning up graffiti within 24 hours and
posting before and after photos on a website (R11);

o

to encourage people to use moderated websites, it may be necessary to use
independent organisations to host and moderate to address perceived conflicts of
interest;

o

to engage more than special interest groups, it is important that any feedback process
is easy to use (R12), e.g., websites; and

o

allocating short term budgets and targets to cope with increased engagement in the
period before community involvement results in longer term savings.

Paul Hodgkin, GP and CEO of Patient Opinion, December 2007
Mark Odell, Service Director, Oldham Borough Council, December 2007
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In the examples shared with EURIM, engagement with communities has increased the job
satisfaction of front-line public servants, as people recognise their work and have a forum to
say thank-you. Moreover, the examples from Lewisham and Oldham have shown that
transforming public service delivery can lead to democratisation of delivery, self-motivated
staff accepting and relishing responsibility, skills and knowledge transfer, and enhanced
community cohesion.
“Those on the frontline highly value the fact that their work is visible on
the web and recognised within the community."14
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To politicians (councillors as well as parliamentarians), this new citizen engagement is
perhaps the most exciting challenge of Transformational Government. The technology
revolution has real potential to re-engage people with government and with their communities,
reversing recent trends. The key lies not in treating users as passive recipients but in
engaging them as active partners in the creation and development of their own services. This
will require new community governance models from design to delivery in a ‘virtuous circle’ of
participation, collaboration, commitment, accountability and feedback, both online and offline.



John Suffolk15 noted that there are “pockets of sheer brilliance in the public sector where
customer insight has been used to drive citizen empowerment, but others find this a difficult
concept”. Real customer insight is based on seeing service provision from the perspective of
citizens and can be achieved by researching the behaviour of citizens and by asking them, but
critically it depends on having an open mind when collecting and examining evidence. The
research is also useful for providing robust evidence to support a business case for change
and for constructing a model for evaluating whether the desired outcomes have been
achieved.



Citizens and MPs should be encouraged to act as champions of a new form of service delivery
that is more open, transparent, accountable, efficient and effective. It may be too soon to
place big bets on transformational Government, but we in EURIM share a sense of optimism.
Our research has shown that successful implementation of Transformational Government
would result in major improvements in the way citizens perceive government and public
services, and is vital to help rebuild trust. MPs should understand the potential impact on their
constituents, and champion the changes in behaviour that will be necessary to achieve the
effective, citizen-focused service delivery that will deliver the benefits that most of them came
into Parliament to achieve.

Nigel Tyrell, Love Lewisham, December 2007
John Suffolk, Government CIO, March 2008
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 EURIM strongly recommends…
1. Parliamentarians, especially those serving on Select Committees, take an active role
in the governance of Transformational Government policy. There is a need for preand post- legislative scrutiny in order to help counter the disengagement between
policy and delivery, and to offset some of the disadvantages associated with the
change of personnel, often including ministers, in the time between primary and
secondary legislation.
2. Select Committees actively use the powers they have to co-operate across
departmental boundaries and to ensure that the biggest risks to this project are
monitored, and are managed, so as to identify and praise good practice, ensuring that
transformation leads to better services, not just cost-savings within silos.
3. Service providers collectively agree and publish clear professional guidance on best
practice information management, both from a privacy/security perspective and also in
terms of achieving the targeted benefits from data sharing and using improved insight
for more evidence based policy making and to transform service targeting and
delivery.
4. Service providers also collectively agree and publish clear professional guidance on
best practice performance management and measurement of success to better align
resources and close the ‘policy to execution’ divide , including the importance of
appropriate base-lines and benchmarks for target setting and performance
monitoring;
5. allow services to be segmented according to the diversity (including geographic) of
human needs, but don’t stereotype people or communities;
6. bring together face-to-face services via easy-to-access, local “first stop shops” to
ensure they remain viable;
7. manage access to personal information in accordance with good professional practice
(not just administrative convenience) to give people the confidence to share;
8. enable innovation by specifying contracts with service delivery partners in terms which
define the service, not the process;
9. encourage large contractors to work with specialist SMEs and Third Sector partners;
10. match the governance requirements to the size of the contract;
11. encourage citizen engagement in public services by ensuring that the service provider
responds in a timely and public manner;
12. promote easy-to-use individual and community involvement in public service delivery.
================
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ANNEX
Parliamentarians on the Policy Dialogues Panel
Margaret Moran MP (Chair; Labour, Luton South); Tim Boswell MP (Conservative, Daventry); Philip
Dunne MP (Conservative, Ludlow); Earl of Erroll (Crossbencher); Malcolm Harbour MEP
(Conservative, West Midlands); Lord Archy Kirkwood (Liberal Democrat); Rt Hon Alun Michael MP
(Labour, Cardiff South and Penarth); Chris Mole MP (Labour, Ipswich); John Pugh MP (Liberal
Democrat, Southport; Dr Phyllis Starkey MP (Labour, Milton Keynes ); Ian Stewart MP (Labour,
Eccles); Mark Todd MP (Labour, South Derbyshire); Derek Wyatt MP (Labour, Sittingbourne &
Sheppey).
Additional Panel member: Cllr David Hopkins (Conservative, Milton Keynes Council)
Witnesses
Session 1 (Social Inclusion)
Naomi Eisenstadt (Director of the Social Exclusion Task Force).
Sir David Varney (adviser to the Prime Minister on public service transformation).
Judy Walker (Executive Director of Advice, Citizens Advice).
Cllr Kevin Wilson, Tina El-Shabrawy & Naeema Ahmad (Labour Councillor & 2 residents from Milton
Keynes).
Session 2 (Mixed Economy/Delivery Partnerships)
Ann Blackmore (Head of Policy, National Council for Voluntary Organisations).
Jonathan Bland (Chief Executive, Social Enterprise Coalition).
Stephen Sears (Chief Executive, ECT (Social Enterprise)
George Thomson (General Secretary, National Federation of Subpostmasters).
Dave Smith (Deputy Chief Executive of Sunderland City Council)
Andrew Seekings (Head of Programme & Project Office, Sunderland City Council)
Jackie Nixon (Community Development Practitioner, Sunderland).
Session 3 (Democratising Delivery)
Barrie Deville (Litterwatchers, Oldham MBC)
Paul Hodgkin (Chief Executive, Patient Opinion)
Jackie Millar (London Borough of Lewisham)
Mark Odell (OMBC Service Director, Clean Safe & Parks Scene)
Ushrat Sultana (Equality Networks)
Nigel Tyrell (Head of Environment, London Borough of Lewisham)
Will Wills (Tidy Oldham, Oldham MBC).
Session 4 (Democratising Delivery & Transforming Government)
John Suffolk (Government Chief Information Officer; originally to give evidence to Session 3).
EURIM Team Leaders
Peter Buchanan (EDS), Chris Francis (IBM), Dave Waltho (SAS).
Minutes
Dave Wright (EURIM)
Transcript
Dan Mount (EURIM);
Press & Publicity
Katie Miller (Nortel); Alison Steel (Nortel)

